


 



Computer education (IT skills), international languages, living and sports 
skills, are among the priorities of  plans for children and juniors in this age. 
Khoshkhan publication, has taken steps and will continue to do so in this re-
gard while trusting in God, benefitting from the distinguished students who 
have won the scientific Olympiad medal, the top students of  the central uni-
versity examination, and the best teachers and publishers of  the   country.

The present book on teaching computer to children and juniors is among 
the services of  the publication mentioned above, which we hope would be 
satisfactory to our children, their parents and teachers. Please let us know 
about possible problems and your critiques of  the book.

Rasoul Hajizadeh director of 

Khoshkhan publication



To my dear family 
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In the Name of  the Creations’ Creator
Education system is one of  the basics 
of  growth and perfection in any society. 
Obviously, what is the most important in 
this system are the methods of  education 
and sensitivity to select these methods 
especially when the audiences are kids 
and teenagers. Everyone accept that we 
live in media era and to be in society without 
necessary skills to use communicational 
tools is almost impossible. 
In this regard, the quality of  children 
entering computer world is most of  the 
education field kind experts’ concern. In 
one hand, let the children to deal with this 
issue alone through learning computer by 
experience is a risky way in which long-term 
educational effects are inevitable and not 
providing possibility of  guiding children 

in a direction to strengthen their scientific and communicational skills. On 
the other hand, if  education is implemented in childhood systematically but 
children mental characteristics are ignored and through a theoretic and 
rigid education, it will cause children rejection and reduced their learning 
enthusiasm.
 What used in this book as the main pattern and purpose was project-
oriented education which we believe it includes advantages of  both above 
methods in addition to remove their defections. What is the project-oriented 
education?
Most of  the computer teachers in preschools and elementary schools 
experienced children playing with computers while in workshop during 
teaching and make them concentrate on learning have been tough. The 
project-oriented education tries to stimulate children’s curiosity and directs 
their plays toward learning computer concepts. 
Jerome Bruner, American well known psychologist (20th c.) said: children 
learn almost everything in any age if  they are taught in appropriate method.  
Fortunately, method of  presenting the contents in this book is not in trial and 
error stage but this method is the result of  more than 8 years of  permanent 
teaching in many of  preschools and elementary schools of  Tehran and 
other cities. Now, there are a huge archive of  the previously works done by 
children 7-4 years old during this 9 years. This precious experience shows 
that the conformity of  the concepts presented in the book with children’s 
capacity and acceptance is something more than a simple claim which was 
proved by the authors. 
The content presented in the project-oriented books – 7 Volumes in near 



future – of  computer teaching for children is layout based on the needs and 
capacity of  any age. Preschool kids are audiences of  the first book and 
children in grade six of  elementary school are audiences of  the seventh 
book. Of  course, it is better for any students of  grade one to six to start with 
the first book if  they are beginners in computer learning. 
Summary of  the titles discussed in these 7 Volumes:
First Volume:
Introduction to computer and laptop hardware (using subordinate 
instructions through painting), how to turn on and shutdown the computer 
correctly, initial skills of  Windows, Paint software skills, animation software 
and begin to work with it, creating simple effects.
Second Volume:
Continue to work with the effects in more advanced level, teaching ten-
finger typing in English and Persian in addition to work with Word software 
and increase abilities to design pages in this software. 
Third Volume:
Introduction to the Internet, teaching how to work with E-mail, creating 
E-content and programming by Actionscript language. 
Fourth Volume:
Introduction to the PowerPoint software to show concepts, continue 
to create E-content, complete the creation of  an animation for a lesson, 
introduction to Swish Max software and using motion effects for texts in 
E-content by animation software.
Fifth Volume:
Teaching the Excel software appropriate for elementary school age group, 
presentation of  a project include lessons contents by means of  taught 
software, creating games and progress in programming levels.
Sixth Volume:
Begin to teach the Photoshop software and introduce toolbox and its 
applications.
Teaching the effects related to the layers in Photoshop software, introduction 
to the filters, designing poster and editing an image.
Seventh Volume:
Creating games and completing the Action Script programming language.
The first volume includes 20 lessons that content of  each lesson can be 
taught in one or more sessions depending on class time or students’ 
enthusiasm. In the second version (this one), some of  the lessons were 
removed from the previous version in order to be elaborated in next volumes. 
Moreover, some issues are studied in more details and finally the English 
translation of  the book revised completely. Other differences of  the present 
version are such as synchronization of  the book content and images with 
the latest version of  Windows (Windows 10) and Adobe Animate software 
which is the update version of  the Adobe Flash software. Notice that most 
of  the concepts in the present version are runnable in previous versions 



of  Windows and Adobe Flash though using the latest versions is always 
necessary in teaching computer concepts.
Writing the book and images layout is in a way the book becomes similar to 
a self-teacher book as much as possible however it does not make students 
completely needless of  an experienced teacher or parents familiar with 
such concepts.
Finally, really appreciate Mr. Haajizadeh the head of  Khoshkhaan publications 
for his honest support during all these years to compile and create these 
book series. Also, thanks to the respected authorities of  the Pishgaman 
Arseyeh Pajoohesh cultural Institute for their recommendation to publish 
this book for the first time in addition to their mental support. Special thanks 
to Mrs. Shahsavari for her hardworking efforts in designing images of  the 
book very accurately, Mrs. Shokri for photography of  the lessons patiently. 
In addition, appreciate the editorial group of  the book Mr. Shahsavari for 
Persian texts and Mr. Ghasemi for English texts who are surely effective on 
the quality differences between the first and second version of  this book. 
Finally, I want to thank my kind father Mr. Mansue Keshavarz Kermani for his 
productive recommendations since childhood. 
We want you respected readers to aid us improving the book quality by your 
comments and criticisms.

Mahsan Keshavarz Kermani 
Autumn 2017
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Dear kids, how beautiful to draw a painting about computer or 
draw anything about working with computer.

Date  

Introduction to Main Hardware of  Computer

Lesson One

1



No. More than 
expected

Standard Need more 
attempt

1

2

3

Criteria

Creativity

Familiarity with 
computer

Interested in computer

2



   Case

MonitorMon

Mouse 

Keyboard = 

 

What is the main hardware of  computer?

     

3



  

1. Match the hardware to each other and show their relationship.

Class work:

4



2. Put number or match computers to each other and show evolution 
process

5



Home works:

Paint the following figures as requested.

 =

 Case = Blue

Mouse = Orang

Monitor = Red

Keyboard = Green

6



77

 How to start up and shut down computer systems and 
introduction to the mouse

 Power  

Date  Lesson Two

My dear friend, you can start up your computer system by pressing 
the key on your case. Of  course if  you use laptop you can find the 
Power key to start up your laptop.

You should put the Mouse on a smooth surface to work with it and put 
your hand on it as the following figure.

Introduction to the mouse operations
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If  you use laptop, you can use Mouse Pad instead of  Mouse as you see 
in the following picture.

Click: It is called to one press on left side of  the Mouse.
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Right click: It is called to one press on right side of  the Mouse.

Double click: It is called to twice press on left side of  the Mouse.
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Shut down: Follow these steps to shut down the computer:

 :Shut down

 Start

1. Click on Start tab or Windows logo.

Power

2. Click on Power
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Shut down

3. Click on Shut down

Remember that shutting down computer by the Power key on the case 
or laptop is not recommended. So, always shut down your computer 
as you learned.
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 :Restart

Restart  Power 

Restart: Sometimes your computer needs to be restarted. To do 
this, do as following: Go to the Power menu and click on Restart.

:Sleep
Sleep

 Sleep: If  you do not need your computer for a short time, you can
select Sleep choice for saving electricity
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The little turtle wants to start up his computer.

The little turtle wants to shut down his computer.

The little turtle’s computer is hanged. He wants to shut it  
down and starts it up again for his computer to work properly.

Help the little turtle to select a correct choice for any of  the following 
parts. Match sentences to the appropriate figures.

  Class work:

The little turtle's mother call him for lunch and the little            
turtle decides not to work with his computer for a while.
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Home works:

My dears; paint the steps for Shutting down computer in order of  the 
asked colors.

First step of  shuting down

Second step of  shuting down 

Third step of  shuting down
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Painting by computer

Date  Lesson Three

Paint Opening Paint software

Paint Start  Paint

After opening Start menu, type “Paint” in order to open the software.

Paint Windows Accessories Start

Or in Start menu, go to the “Windows Accessories” tab and select 
“Paint” software. 

e “PPaint
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Home

Introduction to toolbox in Home window

As we need color and tools for painting, there are colors and tools in 
computer for painting. 

Color 1.Color bin

We can select our favorite color before using painting tools.

Edit Colors

If  our favorite color is not in the toolbox we can click on Edit Colors 
tab and use more color diversities.


